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Dynamic coding of predatory information between the
prelimbic cortex and lateral amygdala in foraging rats
Eun Joo Kim,1 Mi-Seon Kong,1 Sang Geon Park,2 Sheri J. Y. Mizumori,1,3

Jeiwon Cho,4,5,6* Jeansok J. Kim1,3*

Predation is considered a major selective pressure in the evolution of fear, but the neurophysiology of predator-
induced fear is unknown. We simultaneously recorded lateral amygdala (LA) and prelimbic (PL) area neuronal
activities as rats exited a safe nest to search for food in an open space before, during, and after encountering a
“predator” robot programmed to surge from afar. Distinct populations of LA neurons transiently increased
spiking as rats either advanced or fled the robot, whereas PL neurons showed longer-lasting spike trains that
preceded and persisted beyond LA activity. Moreover, discrete LA-PL cell pairs displayed correlated firings only
when the animals either approached or fled the robot. These results suggest a general fear function of the LA-PL
circuit where the PL participates in the initial detection of potential threats, the LA signals the occurrence of real
threats, and the dynamic LA-PL interaction optimizes defensive readiness for action.
INTRODUCTION
Fear is an integral part of the brain’s defensive mechanism that evolved
to guide and shape behaviors of animals and humans against predation
and other ecological risks (1–3). However, contemporarymodels of fear
largely developed from rodent Pavlovian fear conditioning research that
basically focuses on how a particular conditioned stimulus (CS; such as
tone, light, and context), upon contingent pairing with a noxious un-
conditioned stimulus (US; usually footshock) that automatically elicits
defensive unconditioned responses (mostly pain reflex), becomes capa-
ble of emitting discrete conditioned fear responses (CRs; typically
freezing) autonomously (4–8). It is nowwell accepted that the amygdala
plays a central role in both learned and innate fear behaviors (9–12).
Recent studies have further suggested that the amygdala and themedial
prefrontal cortex (mPFC) critically interact during fear conditioning
(4, 13–15). Specifically, the basolateral (BL) complex of the amygdala
(BLA), composed of basal, accessory basal, and lateral (LA) nuclei of
the amygdala (16), is necessary for both acquisition and expression of
conditioned freezing (17), whereas the prelimbic (PL) cortex of the
mPFC, which is monosynaptically connected with the amygdala
(18, 19), is critical only for the expression (and not for the acquisition)
of conditioned freezing in rats (20). Single-unit recordings have also re-
vealed that, following auditory fear conditioning, the tone CS–evoked
neural activity in LA lasted only a fraction of a second (<100 ms),
whereas the PL neural activity was elevated for the tone duration (for
example, 30 s), suggesting that the transient LA response triggered tonic
PL activity to sustain the behavioral expression of the CR (13). High-
lighting the selective and cooperative functions of the BLA and PL in
fear behavior, a very recent study demonstrated that the correlated
firing in the BLA-PL pathway is predominantly related to a shock-
associated CS than a reward-associated CS in a modified Pavlovian
cue discrimination task (21).
Before we can make firm conclusions regarding the BLA’s and PL’s
functions in fear, one must test BLA and PL interactions in real-world
threat scenarios that require greater adaptive actions and decisions than
those allowed in small experimental chambers (2), because it remains
unknown how the characterized conditioned fear–evoked neural activ-
ities in BLA andPLoperate in risky situations in nature. To address this,
we used a seminaturalistic “approach food–avoid predator” paradigm
(22, 23) and simultaneous single-unit recordings in the BLA (specifi-
cally, LA) and PL to investigate how these neurons code and interact to
process a predatory threat information in foraging rats (Fig. 1). In this
behavioral task, hunger-motivated rats leaving the safety of their nest
in search of food in open areas are challengedwith a rapidly advancing
robotic predator, which causes the animals to escape to the nest and
modify their ensuing foraging behaviors.We present evidence that LA
and PL dynamically alter and coordinate their neuronal activities in
anticipation of and in reaction to predatory attacks.
RESULTS
The predatory robot effects on foraging time
Food-deprived rats (85% normal body weight), implanted with tetrode
arrays in the LA and PL ipsilaterally, underwent successive habituation,
foraging baseline, and robot test days. During the baseline sessions (5 to
10 trials per session), animals were permitted to leave the nest to search
for a food pellet placed at variable locations in the foraging arena. At the
start, rats cautiously explored the novel foraging arena before finding a
sizeable 0.5-g pellet, which they carried back to the nest for feeding. Sub-
sequently, rats proceeded directly to the pellet, rarely exceeding the pel-
let location. Tetrodes were gradually lowered until stable single units
were isolated in their target structures (Fig. 1A), at which time animals
underwent the robot testing, consisting of sequential “pre-robot,” “robot,”
and “post-robot” recording phases (5 to 10 trials per phase; Fig. 1B). The
mean time animals were in the foraging area (that is, time from nest
exiting until either returning with the pellet or fleeing from the robot)
significantly increased from 4.39 ± 0.16 s (mean ± SEM) during the pre-
robot recording phase to 9.93 ± 0.51 s during the robot recording phase
(F2, 272 = 105.517, P < 0.001; Fig. 1, C and D) because of the animals’
hesitancy to approach the pellet in the presence of the robot. Once the
robot was removed, the post-robot foraging time significantly decreased
to 5.40 ± 0.24 s (P < 0.001 compared to the robot), indicating decreased
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fear. However, there was a residual fear because the post-robot foraging
time did not fully return to the pre-robot level (P < 0.001).

Classifications of LA and PL cells
A total of six rats were used, from which LA and PL neurons were si-
multaneously (three rats) or individually (three rats) recorded, yielding
a total of 346 LA and 434 PL units (fig. S1). While rats were foraging,
both LA and PL were found to show distinct categories of neural re-
sponses to either the robot (robot cells: LA, n = 31, 9.4%; PL, n = 52,
11.9%) or the food pellets (food cells: LA, n = 15, 4.5%; PL, n = 43, 9.9%;
Fig. 2, A and B). There were also LA and PL cells that responded to both
the robot and food pellets (both cells: LA, n = 12, 3.6%; PL, n = 41, 9.4%;
fig. S2, A and B) or to neither (nonresponsive cells: LA, n = 288, 87.8%;
PL, n = 298, 68.6%).

LA and PL neuronal responses to a robotic predator
The proportion of the robot-responsive LA and PL cells in the current
study was comparable with previous reports, showing that a small per-
centage of the amygdala and PL neurons are actively involved in fear
processing: LA, 4 to 12% (24, 25); PL, 4 to 23% (13, 26). Among the
robot-responsive cells, about 48% of LA (n = 15) and 38% of PL (n =
20) cells showed their peak firing as the animals approached the station-
ary robot [robot-approach (RA) cells; Fig. 3, A and B]. To further ex-
plore how these neurons changed their activity, the RA cell firing rates
were binned into 0.1-s epochs during the approach time zone (ATZ; see
Materials andMethods) and tested with a Pearson’s correlation analysis
(Fig. 3C and fig. S3A). The time from robot activation was significantly
correlated with the averaged LA-RA cell activity (r = 0.863, P < 0.001),
but not with the PL-RA paired-cell activity (r = 0.175, P = 0.534).
Although the distribution of the correlation coefficients between time
and firing rates duringATZwas not different between LA-RA andPL-RA
cells (c2 = 0.345, P = 0.557; fig. S3B), significantly more LA-RA cells
Fig. 1. Experimental design, single-unit recordings, and risky foraging beha-
viors. (A) Tetrodes were implanted targeting LA and PL simultaneously. Photomicro-
graphs of tetrode tracks (arrowheads) and representative multiple single units
recorded in the LA (upper) and PL (bottom). (B) Animals underwent sequential
pre-robot, robot, and post-robot recording phases. During the pre- and post-robot
trials, rats promptly procured the pellet. During the robot trials, every time the
animals came near the pellet, the programmed robot surged toward them. (C) An
animal’s trajectory in the nest area (black) and foraging area (red) during each phase.
Each line corresponds to single trials. (D) The foraging time increased during the ro-
bot phase compared to other phases (***P < 0.001 compared to the pre- and post-
robot phases).
Fig. 2. Robot-responsive LAandPLunits. Subsets of both LA [17.7% (A)] andPL [34.4% (B)] neurons increased firing rates to the robot, foodpellet, or both. Among them, 53.4%
of LA and38.2%of PLneurons respondedexclusively to the robot. ATZ (peach-shadedarea)was definedas the three 0.5-sbins before the robot activationor the timewhen the rat
reached the pellet. If the z score > 3 in one or more bins during the robot phase and z < 3 during the pre-robot phase, then the units were classified as “robot cells.” The opposite
criteria (z> 3 during the pre-robot phase; z< 3 during the robot phase) were used to classify “food cells.” The red vertical dash line indicates the time at which the animals reached
the pellet (pre- and post-robot phases) or the time at which the robot was activated (robot phase). Shaded areas indicate SEM.
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showed their maximal responses nearer to the time of robot activation
than PL-RA cells (c2 = 6.128, P < 0.05; Fig. 3D). There was also a trend
of the peak response latency of PL-RA cells emerging before that of
LA-RA cells (t33 = 1.922, P = 0.063; fig. S3C). These results indicate
that the RA cells in LA maximized their firing rates when rats were
closer to the robotic threat and that the PL cells increased their firing
earlier than the LA cells.

The remaining robot cells exhibited theirmaximal firing subsequent
to the robot activation [robot-triggered (RT) cells; Fig. 4, A and B, and
fig. S3D]. Specifically, the averaged LA-RT activity (0.1-s bin) was neg-
atively correlated with the 1-s period after robot activation (r = −0.773,
P < 0.01), whereas the PL-RT activity was positively correlated (r =
0.965, P < 0.001; Fig. 4C). The proportions of the LA-RT neurons dis-
playing negative versus positive correlations were different from those
of the PL-RT neurons (c2 = 10.685, P < 0.01; fig. S3E). These results
indicate that a greater number of the LA-RT neurons initially
increased and then subsequently decreased their firing following the
robot attack, whereas a higher percentage of the PL-RT neurons grad-
Kim et al., Sci. Adv. 2018;4 : eaar7328 18 April 2018
ually increased their activity as a function of time. During the robot
surge period, more LA-RT cells showed higher firing during the initial
0.5-s epoch, whereas PL-RT cells displayed higher firing during the
second epoch (c2 = 4.372, P < 0.05; Fig. 4D). The maximal response
latency of the LA-RT cells was also shorter than that of PL-RT cells (t46 =
2.147, P < 0.05; fig. S3F).When RT activity was binned at 1 s to compare
LA-RT with PL-RT during an extended time period (for at least 4 s),
LA-RT cells showed significant increased firing (time × phase, F6, 90 =
11.238, P < 0.001) for the initial 2 s (P < 0.05, Bonferroni test), whereas
PL-RT cells sustained their increased level of firing (time×phase,F6, 186 =
15.126, P < 0.05) at least for 4 s after robot activation (P < 0.05, Bonferroni
test; fig. S3D). These results indicate that LA neurons immediately and
briefly responded to the threat, whereas PL neurons showed delayed but
persistent activity under a threat situation.

LA and PL neuronal responses to food
The food approach (FA) cells in both LA and PL decreased their firing
during the robot phase despite animals advancing (albeit cautiously)
Fig. 3. RA cells in LA and PL. (A) A portion of classified robot cells that exhibited their maximal firing before the robot was activated (RA cells) in both LA (top) and PL (bottom).
The first three columns show the representative LA-RAandPL-RA cell rasters and event histograms in eachphase. The last column showspopulation activity of theRA cells fromLA
and PL and movement speeds of rats (shown in gray) around the robot activation time (t = 0). Peach-shaded area indicates ATZ. (B) Examples of firing rate maps of LA-RA
and PL-RA cells during the pre-surge (−4 to 0 s before the robot activation; approach) and post-surge (0 to 4 s subsequent to robot activation; flee) epochs. The color scale
for the firing rate corresponds to the firing rate (red, highest; blue, no spike) for the unit. Dashed vertical lines demarcate the nest–foraging area boundary. (C) During ATZ,
averaged LA-RA activity linearly increased toward robot activation timing, whereas PL did not. The gray lines indicate individual LA and RA cell activities during ATZ. (D) The
LA-RA cells tended tomaximize their firing during ATZ as the rat was closer to the location of the robot, whereas the PL-RA cells increased their firing earlier than LA-RA cells
(c2 test, P < 0.05). Shaded areas indicate SEM. ***P < 0.001.
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toward the pellet (LA: c2 = 12.250, P < 0.01, Friedman test; Z =
−2.521, P < 0.05, Wilcoxon test; PL: F2, 40 = 23.691, P < 0.001;
fig. S4, A and B). Neither LA-FA nor PL-FA cell activities during
the post-robot phase returned to their pre-robot levels (P < 0.05,
Bonferroni test), although PL-FA cell activity significantly increased
spikes compared to the robot phase (P < 0.01, Bonferroni test; fig.
S4B). Because animals mostly were unable to procure the pellets
during the robot phase (pellet success, <3%), food-responsive cells
in both LA and PL did not exhibit food-triggered (FT) responses (P <
0.05; fig. S4C), whereas the FT responses returned to the pre-robot
phase level during the post-robot phase (P > 0.122; fig. S4D). FA cells
in LA and PL suppressed their responses while animals were facing a
predatory threat, and this suppression carried over to the post-robot
phase. The suppression is unlikely due to a low appetite because FT
cell activities returned to the baseline level once the rat obtained the
food pellet.
Kim et al., Sci. Adv. 2018;4 : eaar7328 18 April 2018
Neural activities and movement speed independence
We examinedwhether the animal’smovement speed contributed to the
activity changes observed for RA and RT cells. The movement speed
was computed from the time animals left the nest to the time they ap-
proached the food pellet or robot (outward speed; fig. S5A). Although
the outward speed decreased as the rat neared the robot compared to
when the rat reached the pellet, the correlation distribution was not dif-
ferent betweenLA-RAandPL-RAcells. Therewas no reliable difference
in the inbound speed to the nest when the animals either ran back after
securing the pellet (motivated to consume; pre-robot phase) or fled
from the robot (motivated to escape; robot phase). However, more
RT cells in LA and PL showed significant correlation values during
the robot phase than the pre-robot phase (LA: c2 = 5.236, P < 0.05;
PL: c2 = 15.947, P < 0.001; fig. S5B). These results indicate that the
robot-induced activity changes in LA and PL cannot be accounted
for by the movement speed of the animals.
Fig. 4. RT cells in LA andPL. (A) Categorized robot cells that exhibited theirmaximal firing after the robotwas activated (RT cells) in both LA (top) and PL (bottom). The first three
columns show the representative LA-RT and PL-RT cells in each phase. The last column shows the population activity of RT cells in LA and PL and the movement speeds of rats
(shown in gray) around the robot activation time (t = 0). (B) Examples of firing rate maps of LA-RT and PL-RT cells during the pre-surge (−4 to 0 s before the robot activation;
approach) and surge (0 to 4 s subsequent to robot activation; flee) epochs. The color scale for the firing rate corresponds to the firing rate (red, highest; blue, no spike) for the unit.
Dashed vertical lines demarcate the nest–foraging area boundary. (C) During the robot surge period (1 s), averaged LA-RT and PL-RT activity (0.1-s bin) linearly decreased and
increased subsequent to robot activation, respectively. (D) During the robot surge period, LA-RT cells showedmaximal firingduring the initial 0.5-s bin,whereas PL-RT cells showed
maximal firing during the second bin (c2 test, P < 0.01).
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LA-PL cell pairs and heterogeneous responses to
predatory threat
From simultaneously recorded LA (n = 216) and PL (n = 215) cells,
1099 combinatorial pairs were generated for cross-correlograms
(CCs) of the pre-robot surge (4-s periods before robot activation) and
post-robot surge (4-s periods subsequent to robot activation) epochs
with PL cells as references. Similar CCswere examined for the pre-pellet
(4-s periods before pellet procurement) andpost-pellet (4-s periods sub-
sequent to pellet procurement) epochs of the baseline phase. All re-
corded cells from LA and PL were included in this analysis (fig. S6).
Valid cell pairs showing firing rates >0.1 Hz (both LA and PL) during
the task epochs (pre-surge, 323 pairs; post-surge, 319 pairs) were further
analyzed. Twenty-two CCs (from 17 LA and 20 PL cells) and 29 CCs
(from 24 LA and 26 PL cells) displayed significant peaks (z scores > 3)
Kim et al., Sci. Adv. 2018;4 : eaar7328 18 April 2018
around PL spikes (between −100 to 100ms) during the pre-surge epoch
and post-surge epoch, respectively. A repeated-measures (RM) analysis
of variance (ANOVA) revealed that cell pairs that exhibited LA-PL
spike synchrony during the pre-surge epoch discontinued their syn-
chronous activity during the post-robot surge phase and when rats ap-
proached the pellet during the baseline phase (RM ANOVA, F2, 42 =
26.484, P < 0.0001; P < 0.0001, Bonferroni test; Fig. 5A, top). In con-
trast, the cell pairs that showed LA-PL spike synchrony during the post-
surge epoch did not show correlated firing during the pre-surge (robot
phase) or post-pellet (baseline phase) epochs (RM ANOVA, F2, 56 =
18.131, P < 0.0001; P < 0.01, Bonferroni test; Fig. 5A, bottom). On
the basis of the peak position of each CC, the directionality of the
LA-PL projections was inferred and analyzed. The proportion of the
LA-leading (10 pairs, 45%) and PL-leading CCs (12 pairs, 55%) that
Fig. 5. Robot effects on spike synchrony between LA and PL neurons. CCs of the 1099 simultaneously recorded LA and PL cell pairs were generated for each phase with PL
cells as references. (A) The left three columns show representative CCs of two LA-PL pairs, displaying significant spike synchrony during the 4-s epochs before (pre-surge, top) and
after (post-surge, bottom) robot activation. Significant LA-PL pairs during the pre-surge and post-surge epochs were further analyzed for the 4-s epochs before (pre-pellet) and
after (post-pellet) pellet procurement, respectively. The rightmost column illustrates averaged LA-PL CCs that showed significant peaks (between −100 and 100 ms; gray area)
during the pre-surge (upper) or post-surge (bottom) epochs. Shaded areas indicate SEM. **P < 0.01 and ***P < 0.001, compared to the other epochs. (B) Color-coded CCs of all
significant cell pairs that exhibited increased LA-PL spike synchrony during the pre-surge (upper) and post-surge (bottom) epochs. The vertical lines indicate the time when the
reference PL spikes occurred. The horizontal lines indicate the borders between the presumable LA→PL (above the line) and PL→LA (below the line).
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showed significant correlation during the pre-surge epoch were
equivalent (c2 = 0.182, P = 0.670; Fig. 5B). However, there was a trend
for the significant LA-leading CCs (19 pairs, 66%) to be greater than the
PL-leadingCCs (10 pairs, 34%) during the post-surge epoch (c2 = 2.793,
P = 0.095; Fig. 5B).
DISCUSSION
The current understanding of the neurophysiology of fear in the LA and
PL is based largely on the Pavlovian fear conditioning paradigm (3–5).
Although the findings that the LAneural activity briefly increased to the
CS onset (27, 28) and that the PL neural activity remained elevated for
the duration of the CS (13) may account for the expression of condi-
tioned freezing response to a tone CS in a small chamber, it remains
unknown how these differences in spiking profile after a discrete CS
translate to naturalistic threat situationswhere animalsmake real-world
and dynamic choices.

By using an ecologically relevant approach food-avoid predator
paradigm (22, 23) along with simultaneous LA and PL recordings, we
found that a subset of LA neurons transiently increased spiking rates as
rats either cautiously moved toward the food pellet (with a stationary
robot predator on the other side of the pellet) or promptly fled the
looming robot. In contrast, a subset of PL neurons showed longer-lasting
spike trains that both preceded and persisted past the LAneural activity.
The transient increase in the LA activity to the looming robot was con-
siderably longer (~2 s) than what has been reported with tone CS
(~100 ms); this difference cannot be accounted for by foraging rats’
motion because the running speed did not correlate with the firing rates
during the pre-robot and post-robot phases. Moreover, the present
study revealed that PL activity could precede LA activity, PL cells show
robot-evoked responses, and PL activity is uncorrelated with freezing.
Unlike the LA→PL serial, static activity pattern described from fear
conditioning studies (13, 27), we found dynamic, bidirectional activity
patterns between the LA and PL. It appears then that the nature of the
neural activity is significantly different under fear conditioning situa-
tions that focus on learned fear behavior (CR) to a discrete CS versus
naturalistic fear settings where the emphasis is on antipredatory re-
sponses. This view is also supported by findings that the same stimulation
of the amygdala and dorsal periaqueductal gray produced completely dif-
ferent fear behaviors in a typical fear conditioning chamber and the pre-
sent foraging arena (29).

A recent study recorded neural activity in the BL nucleus of the
amygdala under a similar approach food-avoid predator task and re-
ported that BL neurons increased or decreased their firing rates when
rats began foraging irrespective of the presence or absence of predatory
threat or reward (30). Thus, it was concluded that theBL activity is closely
associated with the animal’s movement-driving functions rather than
threat signals and correlated with fear behavior, as shown here. However,
there are three notable differences between the studies: (i) LA (present
study) versus relatively ventral BL (30) recording sites; (ii) the peri-event
time histogram was generated by aligning the neural activity to the robot
activation (the present study) versus aligning to the animal’s responses
(31); and (iii) the fear-overcoming success rate of procuring food was ex-
tremely low (<3% in the present study; fixed pellet location and variable
robot surge distances) versus considerably high (30 to 82%; variable pellet
locations and fixed robot surge distance; the unit analysis included nu-
merous pellet obtaining trials) (30). Regardless of these differences, the
present finding of LA neurons responding to a predatory threat is
consistent with previous studies that demonstrated that amygdalar le-
Kim et al., Sci. Adv. 2018;4 : eaar7328 18 April 2018
sions/inactivation selectively abolished the predatory fear (while leaving
the movements associated with foraging intact) (9, 22) and that localized
amygdala stimulations produced fear responses in animals (29, 31, 32)
and fearful reports in epileptic patients (33).

To account for the present results, we propose a novel neuro-
physiological LA-PL fear circuit model (Fig. 6) where LA and PL bi-
directionally interact to weigh forthcoming and immediate threat
information, and the temporal differences in the LA and PL neural
activities determine the animal’s defensive readiness to the predatory
threats. Conceptually, this model parallels Fanselow and Lester’s (3)
theory of predatory imminence continuum, in which the topography
of defensive behavior in animals is biologically determined with a par-
ticular stage in the prey-predator sequence (for example, distal versus
fast-approaching predators). Specifically, the relatively early maximal
activity of PL as animals progressed toward the pellet (when the robot
was stationary) suggests a threat-anticipatory function of PL, whereas
the maximal activity of LA that ramped up as animals moved closer to
the pellet (just before the robot activation) represents the imminence
of the threat (that is, the LA activity follows the PL activity). Symmet-
rical PL→LA and LA→PL spike synchrony also occurred while
animals advanced toward a potential/imminent danger. Also, as the
predator surged, the heightened LA neural activity enabled an instant
escape behavior, and as animals were fleeing, the PL neurons engaged
and maintained threat information processing for an extended period
of time (that is, the LA activity precedes the PL activity). The elevated
PL activity was observed while rats were both escaping from the
looming robot and safely inside the nest and thus did not necessarily
correlate with a particular fear response (such as freezing). During this
time, distinct LA-PL pairs showed a tendency of asymmetrical
LA→PL spike synchrony.
Fig. 6. A hypothesized model of LA-PL fear signaling during risky foraging in
rats. LA and PL dynamically interact while rats encounter a predator during foraging.
Solid and dotted lines indicate LA-PL interactions that show correlated activity and
noncorrelated activity, respectively. Subsets of LA-PL pairs increased spike synchrony
distinctively when the animal either advanced toward or fled from the predatory
threat irrespective of the robot-responsiveness (red circles, robot cells; white circles,
non-robot cells).
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Our neurophysiological LA-PL model is generalizable to other fear-
ful settings. In Pavlovian fear conditioning, our model predicts a PL
preceding LA activity (and relatively balanced PL-LA spike synchrony)
during nonspecific contextual fear and a ramp-up LA activity (and
biased LA→PL spike synchrony) to cue, explicitly predicting
impending danger. A recent report (21) of BLA→PL directionality in
correlated firings during conditioned freezing to a discrete (tone or
light) CS is consistent with our proposition. Likewise, in signaled
active avoidance, we predict a PL preceding LA activity (balanced
PL-LA inputs) during the initial signal period before the animalmakes
avoidance response, and a ramp-up LA activity (biased LA→PL in-
puts) during the later signal period as the animal is about to make
avoidance response. Our model further suggests the possibility that
aberrant activity and spike synchrony in LA and PL underlie the
complexity of fear-related psychopathologies (such as anxiety, phobic,
panic, and posttraumatic stress disorders) that go beyond the strength
of fear CRs (34, 35). This translational prediction can be investigated
using brain imaging techniques.

There is a need to confirm and extrapolate the neural responses re-
vealed from fear conditioning studies to naturalistic danger settings
where fear guides and shapes behaviors as animals make real-world
choices. In addition, if predation has been a major driving force in
the evolution of fear in animals and humans, then monitoring neural
activities in behavioral paradigms that provide a greater match to the
real-world threat situations will, at the very least, advance our under-
standing of the natural structure of the brain’s fear system.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Animals
Male Long-Evans rats (initiallyweighing 275 to 350 g) were individually
housed in a climate-controlled vivarium (accredited by the Association
for Assessment and Accreditation of Laboratory Animal Care) on a re-
verse 12-hour light/dark cycle (lights on at 7:00 p.m.). Animals were
placed on a standard fooddeprivation schedule (with free access towater)
to gradually reach and maintain 85% of their normal weight. All
experiments were conducted during the dark phase of the cycle and
in compliance with the University of Washington Institutional Animal
Care and Use Committee guidelines.

Surgical procedures
Rats were anesthetized [ketamine (94 mg/kg, intraperitoneally) and
xylazine (6 mg/kg, intraperitoneally)] and implanted with a microdrive
array loaded with two bundles of three tetrodes in BLA (from bregma:
2.8 to 3.3 mm posterior, 5.2 mm lateral) and PL (from bregma: 3.2 mm
anterior, 0.6mm lateral). Themicrodrive array was embedded in dental
cement with anchoring screws, one of which was used to fix the ground
wire. All rats were given 6 to 7 days to recover from the surgery and
habituated to handling before starting the experiment.

Foraging apparatus
A custom-built apparatus (Fig. 1B) consisted of a nest (approximate in-
ner dimensions: 29 cm length × 57 cm width × 60 cm height; 16.2 lux
luminance) and a V-shaped gate to an adjacent foraging area (202 cm
length × 58 cm width × 61 cm height; 56.7 lux luminance; 60-dB white
noise) tapered to a 21-cm-width floor by placing tilted inserts on either
side. The animal’s movement in both nesting and foraging areas was
automatically tracked via light-emitting diodes mounted on the head-
stage and a video tracking system (Neuralynx).
Kim et al., Sci. Adv. 2018;4 : eaar7328 18 April 2018
Behavioral procedures
Hunger-motivated rats underwent habituation, baseline foraging, and
robot testing days. Single-unit data were collected during the robot test-
ing sessions.
Habituation
Rats were placed in the nesting area for 30 min/day for 2 days with 20
food pellets (500mg, grain-based; F0171, Bio-Serv) to acclimate to the
experimental room and to associate the nesting area with feeding.
Baseline
Two pellets were placed in the nest on the first baseline day (and none
afterward). After pellets were consumed, the gateway to the foraging
area opened, and animals were allowed to explore and search for a pellet
placed 25 cm from the nest area (first trial). As soon as rats took the
pellet and returned to the nest, the gateway closed. Once animals con-
sumed the pellet, successive foraging trials ensued with a gradual in-
crease of the pellet distance (that is, 50, 75, 100, and 125 cm). After a
couple of pellet trials on day 1, rats proceeded directly to the pellet and
brought it back to the nest; it rarely exceeded the pellet location.
Animals underwent 5 to 10 days of baseline foraging.
Robot testing
Single units were recorded throughout the three sequential pre-robot,
robot, and post-robot phases (Fig. 1, A and B). The pellet location was
fixed at 125 cm during the recording days. When the gate opened, rats
were allowed to procure the pellet, and theywere always successful (pre-
robot phase; 5 to 10 trials). After the last pre-robot trial, the robot was
positioned at the end of the foraging area (robot phase). Each time
animals approached the vicinity (~25 cm) of the pellet, the robot surged
23, 60, or 140 cm (pseudorandom order at a velocity of ~75 cm/s)
toward the pellet, snapped its jaws one to three times, and returned
to its original position. During the robot phase, rats very rarely acquired
the pellet. If rats attempted to procure the pellet within 10 s following
the preceding robot activation, then the trial was excluded from the
analysis to ensure the characterization of unit responsiveness. There-
fore, the number of the robot trials varied between animals (4 to 13
trials). Afterward, animals were allowed to procure the pellet without
the robot (post-robot phase; 5 to 10 trials). During the post-robot phase
(in the absence of the robot), animals repeatedly obtained the pellet. The
robot was built, and its actions were programmed by using the LEGO
Mindstorms EV3 set.

Single-unit recording and analyses
A custom-designed microdrive array loaded with two bundles of three
tetrodes (diameter, 14 mm; Kanthal) was used to record extracellular
single units. The cut electrode tips were gold-plated to reduce impe-
dances from 100 to 300 kilohms measured at 1 kHz. After the post-
operative recovery period, tetrodes were gradually advanced toward
the target areas while the rat underwent habituation and baseline fora-
ging. Unit signals were amplified (×10,000), filtered (600 to 6 kHz), and
digitized (32 kHz) by using a Cheetah data acquisition system (Neura-
lynx). An automatic spike-sorting program (Neuralynx SpikeSort3D
software) and additional manual cutting were used to isolate single
units, as described previously (36).

Cells were classified as putative pyramidal neurons and interneurons
using a hierarchical unsupervised cluster analysis (37) based on the av-
erage spike width and firing rate of each cell (fig. S7). Most of the units
were putative pyramidal neurons (LA, n = 329, 95.1%; PL, n = 391,
90.1%). Because excluding interneurons did not change the results
(fig. S8), both types of units were included in the final analyses [compare
with the studies of Burgos-Robles et al. (21) and Quirk et al. (27)].
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Peri-event time histograms were generated by using Neuroexploer
(version 5.030; Nex Technologies) and further analyzed with custom
MATLABcodes.Unless otherwisenoted, unit and speeddatawerebinned
at 0.5 s and aligned to the timewhen the robotwas activated orwhen the
rat reached the pellet. “ATZ” was defined as the three 0.5-s bins before
robot activation or to the time when the rat reached the pellet. All data
were normalized to 3.5-s pre-ATZ time period (z score) and testedwith-
in five bins subsequent to the onset of ATZ. If the z score was higher
than 3 (z > 3) in one ormore bins during the robot phase and less than 3
(z<3) during the pre-robot phase, then the units were classified as robot
cells. If the opposite pattern was observed (z > 3 during the pre-robot
phase; z < 3 during the robot phase), then the units were classified as
“food cells.”Among the robot cells, if a cell’s maximal firing was shown
before or after the robot was activated, the unit was classified as an “RA
cell” or an “RT cell,” respectively. Among the food cells, if a cell’s max-
imal firing was shown before or after the food pellet was obtained, the
unit was classified as an “FA cell” or an “FT cell,” respectively. Because
very low baseline firing rates can inflate z scores, if the pre-ATZ baseline
firing rate was less than 0.1 Hz and/or the z score was higher than 30,
then the z scores were expressed as the difference between the mean
baseline firing rate and each bin value (and not divided by the SD)
(38, 39). FT cells were not further analyzed because the rats were unable
to get the pellet during the robot phase. For the maximal response la-
tency analysis, unit responses were binned at 0.1 s, and the peak unit
response times during the testing windows were compared between
the LA and PL cells.

Cross-correlation
CCs (10-ms bins) of the simultaneously recorded LA and PL cell pairs
were generated (Neuroexplorer) for the pre-surge and surge epochs,
with PL cells as references. Cells that sparsely fired during the pre- or
post-surge epochs (less than 0.1 Hz in LA or PL) were excluded because
they often produce false peaks in their CCs (13, 40). The shift predictors
generated by applying 100 random trial shuffles were subtracted from
the raw CCs. Among the valid cell pairs, CCs showing significant peaks
(z > 3) around the PL spikes (between−100 and 100ms) during the pre-
surge or surge epochs were further analyzed. Spike synchrony changes
were determined by comparing 20 bins around the reference PL spikes
(between −100 and 100 ms) across the (i) pre-surge (robot phase), (ii)
post-surge (robot phase), and (iii) pre-pellet or post-pellet (pre-robot
phase) epochs with RM ANOVAs followed by Bonferroni tests.

Histology
Electrolytic currents (10 mA, 20 s) were applied through the tetrode tips
to verify the electrode placement following the completion of the exper-
iment. The ratswere overdosedwithBeuthanasia and perfused intracar-
dially with 0.9% saline followed by 10% buffered formalin. The brains
were removed and stored in 10% formalin overnight and then kept in
30% sucrose solution until they sank. Transverse sections (50 mm)
around the marking lesions were taken, mounted on gelatin-coated
slides, and stained with cresyl violet and Prussian blue dyes.

Statistical analyses
Repeated-measures ANOVAs were performed to compare the de-
pendent variables across pre-robot, robot, and post-robot phases,
followed by multiple comparisons with a Bonferroni correction when
necessary. Pearson’s correlation coefficientswere calculated to assess the
relationship between time and peak firing or between the movement
speed and firing rate during the pertinent time periods. Independent-
Kim et al., Sci. Adv. 2018;4 : eaar7328 18 April 2018
samples t tests were performed to compare the group values. Chi-square
tests were used to compare the proportions of the different proper-
ties of single cells or CCs. SPSS (version 19) and custom Matlab
programswere used for the statistical analyses. Graphsweremade using
GraphPad Prism (version 7.00) and Neuroexploer (version 5.030).
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS
Supplementary material for this article is available at http://advances.sciencemag.org/cgi/
content/full/4/4/eaar7328/DC1
fig. S1. Histological reconstructions of recording sites in LA and PL.
fig. S2. LA- and PL-both cells.
fig. S3. Robot cells and response latency.
fig. S4. Food-responsive LA and PL units.
fig. S5. Relationships of movement speeds and firing rates.
fig. S6. Putative LA- and PL-leading CCs and their projections during risky foraging in rats.
fig. S7. Distribution of the cell types in LA and PL.
fig. S8. Robot-responsive neuronal activities from putative LA and PL pyramidal cells.
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